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II THE TRINITY TABLET. 
TRINITY COLLEGE, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
mHIS College w.as chartered by the state of Connecticut in 1823, and as this result mis chiefly due to the activity and sagacity of the Rt. Rev. Bisi.top .Brnwnell, he may justly be regarded ae its founder. This college does only college work. There is no dhfoity, law, medical or other 
prefessional school connected with it, as it is intended to give a liberal Education, adapted to :it young men 
to enter most advantageously upon the study of the Learned Professions or a business career after graduation. 
Its course of study is therefore conservative, adhering to that system which long experience has shown to be 
most effective. ln all essential respects its course of study is similar to that of the leading A.rMrican 
Colleges, its requirements for admission with those at Harvard and the twelve associated colleges, of which 
this college is one, according to the schedule adopted by them some years ago. Its situation is elevated, 
commancting a beautiful view, and very salubrious. Its buildings are new and U'lsurpasse<i for cvnrenience 
and comfort. 
COYRSES OF INSTRUCTION. 
The college offers four courses of inst.ruction, viz. : I. A COURSE IN ARTS; II. A CouRS.E IN LETTERS 
.um SCIENCE; III. A 'CouRsE IN ScntNCE; IV. A COURSE IN LE'l'TERS, 
The courses extend over four years, with the exception of the Course in Science, which is completed in 
three years. _ 
Students completing the Course in Arts receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Students completing the 
Course in Letters and Science, or the Course in Science, receive the degree of Bachelor of Seience. 
Students who do not propose to pursue all the studies of any of the regular courses are permitted, under 
the· na.me of Special Students, to recite with any class in such studies as, upon examination, they are found 
qualified to pursue. 
SCHOLARSHIPS. 
There are numerou~ Rcbolarsbips. These differ in value, some remitting the charge for tuition, and others 
both the charge for tuition and that for room-rent in whole or in part. For holders of Scholarships remit-
ting the entire charges for tuition and room-rent, the Treasurer's bills are reduced to $42.50; and the 
necessary expense of such students includiug board and other personal items will not exceed $250, or 
$300 a year. 
For Catalogues apply to the President or Secretary ot the Faculty. 
We are Not Afraid to Quote Prices because we know they are Lower than Elsewhere! 
FALL HATS. 
ALL THE LEADING SHAPES. 
$2.40, $2.90, $4.00. 
Golf and Cycle Hose. 
$1.15 and $1.87. 
BLANKET-GOWNS. 
$4.75, $6.75, $7.90. 
SWEATERS. 
$2.37, $2.75, $3,37, $4.50. 
SHIRTS TO ORDER. 
PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED. 
$9.00 $n.oo, $14.00, $r7.oo 
PER HALF DOZEN, 
MONARCH SHIRTS. 
READY-MADE. 
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00. 
GLOVES. 
95c. $1.50, $1.75, $2.00. 
" Starmount" 
German Linen Collars. 
Warranted not to shrink. 
We have them in¼ sizes, and 
thesestyles.Yale, Hart- 25c. or 






E. J. SMITH & Co., 65-69 AsvLuM sT. 
OUR FALL SCARFS 
are perfectly superb. 
DeJoinvilles to be tied in various 
shapes, Club Knots, Four-in-
hands, Imperials with wide flow-
ing ends, Ascots, Puffs, String 
Ties. 
45c., 95c,, $1. 20, $1.40. 
MACKINTOSHES. 
DOUBLE BREASTED. 
$5.40, $9.90, $14. 75 
EDWARD J. ROTTER, -
MANAGl<:R. 
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STUDENT.S' BARBER SHOP, 
242 Jlfain Street, cor11er Grove Street, 
DAVID SEIDE, 
Fh·e chairs in consta"t service. 
HURD, MELLEN & HEWES, 
Importen, Whole•ale and Retail Dealer• in 
CHINA, GLASSWARE, LAMPS, ROCHESTER 
LAMPS, BRIC-A-BRAC, TOILET SETS, ETC. 
C. F. HURD. ~ M. MELLEN 
D. N. HEWES. 255 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 
GAL-L-UP & ME:f ZGE:R, 
-PIAN~_~e-
201-3-5 Asylum St., Hartford. 
The Collegiate Syndicate. 
Essays, theses, debates and every kind of college work 
writen to o, der by Un iversity graduates. All dealings 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. For terms, etc. address 
THE COLLEGIATE SYNDICATE, 
25 Cambridge Street, Boston . 
MONTH-EVENI NGS, TO 
WRITERS 
wh o learn, and represen t Bixler' s popu lar sy~tem of Physical 
Training in Penmanship, at their own homes. M usc les 
tramed , strengthened, controlled- speed and case in sh or test t ime-
less labor, better resul ts. L ess expense, bigger income- easy to 
learn-easy to teach. Beautifu l Parchment D iploma gran ted . 
O ur $4.25 Teacher' s and Agent's Out fi t, which enables you 
to graduate at home and make $50 to $75 a month evenings, sent 
for $ 1 , and bought back if not satisfac tory. Consis ts of (1) Sclf-
instructor, 80 p. cloth, s½ x 8. 75c. (2) Business P enman, mo'ly 1yr. 
12 p. 9x 15. 25c. (3) Pocket Manual, 40 p . cloth, com. branches in 
a nu t shell, 25c. (4) Mail Course, 4 lesson~, written let ters, copies, 
etc., $2. (s) Ad. Uutfit, $r. 
We want more teachers and agents, hence the '/,t offer . Send 2c. 
stamp and see what 11uu get. 
Bixler Business College Co., Wooster, Ohio. 
LLOYDS' 
1LeaN ng )Dbotograpb \Sallerr, 
368 ~a,,i.11, St-z.eet, OCa-~tfoi;~, '2o-t1.-t1,. 
Fancy Lighting and Posing. High Grade Pastcllcs and Crayons. 
Large Groups of Families, Societies, Clubs, Etc., a Specialty. 
You arc cordially invited to call and inspect the work 
always on exhibition at the Gallery. 
IF you are in want of Wedding or 
Holiday Presents, make a visit to our 
Salesrooms. \Ve have the stock of 
Solid Silver and Silver Plated Ware 
to select from. 
w~r. R OG ERS MFG. Co. 
Retail Salesroom, 
66 and 70 Market St. 
A warded above all othe rs the HIGHEST 
and O NLY A ward at World's F air, 1893. 
MAILLARD'S CHOICE ·CANDIES 
BOXED I N E LE GANT STYLE. 
ExcLus1v E AGENCY AT f ~0:pelge' 0 @>png it0Pe, 
DRUGS, TOILET GOODS, ETc. No. 326 MAIN STREET. 
1 
) :; 
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DIA1'10NDS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY. 
Repairing of Watches, Jewelry, 
etc. a Specialty 
MAYER, GRACE & MAYER, 
Successors to David :Mayer. 
DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, 319 '"'a1·11 $tt·eet. AND OPTICAL GOODS. l 11.1 
GEORGE PR UTTING, JR., 
MEMBER OF AM!a:RICAN SOCIETY 0F PROFESSORS OF 
DANCING, NEW YORK. 
Private Dancing Academy, 
HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO. DUILDTNG, 
53 .TRUMBULL ST., HARTFORD, CONN. 
P. O. Box 808. 
·•-+~PRIVATE LESSONS:::::::~--
AND SELECT 
CLASSES IN" DA.N"CIN"G. 
Season Commences Sept. 1, 1893. Academy Open Daily. 
From 9 A. M. TO ro P. M. 
THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN======= 
9--~TO BUY flCTUlt£S~ 
And Artists' Materials. 
Pictures Framed at Short Notice, and Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
L. A. WILEY, 251 Pearl Street. 
1/?he f#/eublein, 
-\-\u.\'\So\'~, Cio~,~. 
At the Junction of Lewis, Wells and Trumbull Streets, 
FACING BUSHNELL PARK, 
A Modern Hotel on the European Plan. Hot and cold 
water in every room, also steam and open fire places. 
The only House in the United States furnished 
throughout witll imported rugs. 
G. F HEUBLEIN & BRO., Proprietors. 
TI-IE ERNST SCHALL CO. 
CORNER MAIN AND ASYLUM STREETS, 
Manufacturing Jewellers, 
AND 
Importers of Diamonds and Wtitches. 
Agent for Arundel Sp~ct:icles and 
Aguste Saltzman Celebrated Watches. 
A. G. SPALDING & BROS. 
FOOT BALL SUPPLIES 
A SPECIALTY. 
Every Requisite for the Game. 
Jackets, Pants, Jerseys, S1Veaters, 
Shoes. Caps, Belts, Stockings, 
Morrill's Nose Mask, 
Rubber Mouth-piece, Shin Guards, 
Head Harness. 
Spalding's Official Intercollegiate 
Foot Ball Must be Used in all Match 
Games. Price, $5.00. 
Spalding's Official Foot Ball Gui<le 
-New Rules-Pictures of all the 
leading players. Price, IOc. 
---
Handsome Illustrated Foot Ball Catalogue Sent Free. 
N ew York. Chicag(J. P hz"ladelphia. 
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N. B. BULL & SON, 
189 & 191 Main Street. 
HOT AIR I CES HOT WATER) FURNA . 
PARLOR STOVES j ALL STZES 1 AND PRICES. 
Hou!-ekeeping Goods -all kinds. 
:EL :EJ_ F.A.TTEN"'S 
DYE HOUSE AND CARPE'l' CLEANING WORKS, 
No. 37 WELLS STREET. 
Laces, Curtains, Carpets. Kid Gloves, etc., cleaned 
or ·dyed: Ladies' and Gentleman's Garments of every 
description dyed or nicely c:leaned without ripping. 
Also Uarpet Warp, both white and colored, for sale. 
Feather Beds renovated. 
Packages sent by express will meet with prompt attention 
according to directions . 
C. B. BOAl~DMAN, 
Hack, Livery#<;) Boarding Stable, 
No. 104 Main St, , Hartford, Conn, 
STU A.RT, ____ _ 
I P,io to9J--t-a,f'f;,1,~-t, 
Special attention and reduction in rates to those connected 
with Trinity, and other Institutions of Learning. 
Pleasing Portraits at the New and Elegant Studio. 
271 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN, 
Is your Room Furnished? 
Don't you need something to make it 
look more homelike? 
Come to headquarters for 
Pictures, Portieres, Lace Curtains, 
Carpets, Rugs, Bric-a-Brae, &c. 
We have everything needed to 
make your room attractive. 
BROWN, THOMSON & Co. 
L. G. WILEY, 
156 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn. 
m 1/?ine Printing m 
AT BOTTOM PRICES. 
S-PEClAL'rIES Made of SOCIETY 'W'ORK. 
MUSIC COUPON. 
IN ONE HOUR you ·can learn to accompany on the 
PIANO or ORGAN by using our 
a complete system of thorough Bas~, giving the chords of all 
Major and Minor Keys. 
NO TEACH ER NECESSARY. 
Most wouderful musical work ever put on the market• 
If you have a Piano or Organ you can not afford to be with-
out it. 
IT IS A READY REFERENCE 
to accompany any song or any music played on any other 
instrument. Indispensable to the thorough musician and a 
delight to all beginners. 
IT WILL SAVE YOU MANY DOLLARS 
and many months of hard study in harmony. The price of 
this book is $1.00, but by Special Arrangements we will 
mail to all the readers of this paper a copy upon receipt of 
25c. and this Coupon. 
Address, 
MUSICAL GUIDE PUBLISHING CO., 
CINCINNATI, O. 
$1.00 BOOK for 25c. 
JOSEPH Cl LLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 
Nos. 303-404-170-604, 
And other styles to suit all hands. 
THE :MOST PERFECT OF PENS. 
JESSE N. LIND, 
SUCCESSOR TO ALEX. CURRIE. 
CUSTO.llf BOOTS AND SHOES. 
REPAIRING NEATLY DONE. 
No. uo Retreat Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 
J. M. HAYDEN, 
. ..... STEAM LAUNDRY, ...... 
35 r Asylum Street. • 
Agency at Trinity College Store. 
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Fall Days 
Are with us. 
Time /or your Fall Suit 
and Overcoat. 
A most complete stock to 
select /rom. 
We give you a well-.fitt£ng 
stylz'sh and satis/actory gar-
ment only-noth£ng else. 
Established I 869. 
Sui ts to order from $20. 
Overcoats '' '' $ 18. 
~ 





Is a Custom Shoe though sold ready-made. 
It z's sold by Tlte 1/1/aker only to Tlte Weaer 
tltrouglt 
Crawford Shoe Stores 
HARTFORD, NEW HAVEN, 
14 & rn Asylum St. 808 Chapel St. 
TIFFANY 
vVATCHES AND CHAINS 
I8-Karat Gold Hunti11g Case or 
Open-Face Watches: 
Medium .St'ze, upward from . $65 
Large " " '' . . 75 
Titnt'ng Watches for College Sports 
in: 
SterlinK Silver Cases, upward from 35 




1ize1 and styles 
of Watches or 
Chains sent ' 
upen request. 
• * "' 
Single Chains, I 4-Kt. Gold, from 8 Also the Tiffany 
'' " I 8 " " " 
Double " I 4 " " " 
" " I8 " " " 
Vest Ribbons and Fobs with Gold 
.A,f ountings, upward from . 
I 2 ~o!~~~ni~~ok," 
I 2 prices of other 
I5 Jewelry, etc. 




OuR stock of fine Gold and Silver jewelry is 
complete with the latest productions of the 
Season. 
* RINGS, * 
* STUDS, * 
* LINKS, * 
* CHAINS, E Tc. * 
HENRY KOHN & SONS, 
TWO FLOORS. 360 MAIN STREET. 
DON'T YOU NEED LIFE INSURANCE? 
OF COURSE YOU DO. 
Everybody does who hasn·t got it. You certainly want the Best, 
That means a policy in the HARTFORD LIFB AND ANNUI1'Y INSUBA:NO.B 
Co., of Conn. Its popular Safety Fund System furnishes all that ts 
most desirable-absolute security, equitable terms, liberal conditions 
easy payments, etc.-at the .Minimum of Uost. 
College men are well represented in its army of 
50,000 Policy-Holders. 
Investigate the Safety Finul Plwn. 
The Trinity Tablet. 
VoL. XXIX. OCTOB'ER 26, 1895. No. 1. 
PublisluJ every thne weeks during the colleg·.t ytar. 
EDITORS. 
DEF. lIICKS. '96. Jl,fa1tag-ing Editor. L. L. LEONARD, '96, Business Mwn,,;er. 
W. W. PAR SO NS, '96, L it.:rary Editor. 
F. M. GODDARD, '96. 
w. T. OLCOTT, '96. 
H. R. REM SEN, '98. 
J. C. UNDERWOOD, '96. 
L. POTTER, '96. 
Terms, $2 .00 per year; single copies, 20 cents. For sale at 15 Jarvis Hall, Trinity CoNege. 
Address P. 0. Box 398 Hartford, Conn. 
Ente,·ed at the Post Off/,ce at H(J(l"tford, C()itn., a.~ ~econd-class mail matter. 
EDITORIALS. 
WE stand on the threshold of a new year : behind us lies the past 
crowded with many pleasant associations, before us the future 
rich in anticipation. We all feel deeply the loss of 'Ninety-five. 
They had been long with us, and their departure leaves a vacancy in 
our ranks not soon to be filled. Turning from old to new we may 
say that we look for great things from 'Ninety-nine. The college 
has opened her doors this year in warm welcome to an unusually large 
number of men, and THE TABLET bids them welcome. A broader 
field for work than has ever before existed at Trinity is offered this 
year. The new system of electives affords opportunities for individual 
choice of studies never before possible. THE TABLET feels that here-
in lies the essence of true development and growth, and is assured 
that responsive to our opportunities a greater amount of success 
will be attained, and that more men will enjoy our privileges. 
The freshman class is a good one, both in numbers and material, 
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and in its roll are men who will doubtless in after life reflect honor 
on their alma mater, for this has been_true of many a preceding class. 
But do not forget, 'Ninety-nine, that you are Freshmen, and will be 
Freshmen for a whole year. Look up the word in your dictionaries, 
and don't forget its meaning. You seem never to have heard of it 
before! But to return. From our position on the year's threshold 
we look forward with hopeful eyes to the future and see a foot-
ball team which will, we trust, win for itself and the college rep-
utation and glory. We see too, a possible base-ball nine, rivalling 
those of former days, and musical organizations unsurpassed by those 
of other colleges, and THE TABLET a better paper than it has ever 
been before. We see these phenomena with hopeful eyes because the 
possibility of their existence is in us-the undergraduate body. It 
lies in our power to make or mar the success of college organiza-
tions. It seems but fitting that the first words to the college from 
THE. TABLET should be words of hope for a successful year in every 
department. 
* * -Y.· -l(• * 
A LA YER of dust lies over the pile of papers on the exchange 
editor's desk as if to screen from the view of profane eyes the 
sayings and doings which agitated the college world some months 
ago when they were left as the memento morz" of last year. But this 
dust must be brushed away and with it many thoughts and associa-
tions. The old pile of papers must give place to a new one and 
the tracings from the pen of time must. be re-read. On looking 
over the newly arrived periodicals the exchange editor is struck in 
many instances by the opening editorials, and the thought which is 
uppermost in the mind of the writer, and which occupies the most 
prominent position in the papers. The first periodical which comes 
to hand has six editorials, and five of them are devoted to foot-ball. 
"Uppermost in every active, wholesome mind is the thought of our 
foot-ball team," states the writer, and the subject of foot-ball is then 
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treated from five aspects! Another paper opens with good advice to 
Freshmen, and then it in turn delves into the mystic lore of foot-ball 
literature. And a third begins the new year by calling the atten-
tion of the undergraduates to the necessity of patronizing the adver-
tizers in the paper and goes on to remark that as the paper exists prin-
cipally through its advertisements (not an exaggeration judging from 
their number) the advertisers should been couraged by college trade 
a nd so on ad i'n.ftn£tum the old story is repeated with few diversities. 
We may therefore gather from these papers that THE TABLET is not 
alone in its need of some interesting topics for editorials and the 
above has been cited for the purpose of one suggestion to men try-
ing for places on the board. Write editorials! Stories are very 
good in their way, but this is the day of short stories; the world is 
full of them, good ones too, and from master hands, interesting, in-
structive, and of fine literary form. So that a story of indifferent 
merit is apt to attract little or no attention. The weakest depart-
ment of a college paper to-day is the editorial department. Therefore, 
write editorials ! They need not be remarkably brilliant, original or 
long, but they should express some good thought forcibly, and 111 
that particular form which gives an editorial its individuality. 
A PROPOSED CHANGE. 
FOR twenty-seven years, THE TABLET has been a most honorable 
exponent of the literary aspirations and intellectual life of this Col-
lege. I ts history has been in no small measure heroic. Begun 
when the college was very small and struggling, continued of ten 
under circumstances of extreme difficulty, it has not only won much 
favorable notice for its literary excellence, but has also been in a 
somewhat rare degree for a college journal, a financial succes~. 
Now that the college seems entering on a period of unintermittent 
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advance and prosperity; shown not only in the development of the 
educational work of the college and a considerable increase in the 
number of its students, but also in a hitherto unknown enthusiasm 
on the part of all those organizations, whose aggregate activity 
make up the social life of the institution, THE TABLET should wish 
to maintain pre-eminence in enterprise. 
The step proposed is the experiment of offering pecuniary recom-
pense for accepted contributions. 
Although a laudable literary ambition and enthusiasm for the 
maintenance of the splendid literary record of the college have 
brought us many excellent contributions, and we would by no means 
be understood to imply the belief that those motives can be less 
powerful in the future than in the past, we feel that it is but just, as 
far as we can, to try to recognize by pecuniary compensation, earnest 
services which contribute to our financial success. If it seems 
alien to the self-sacrificing spirit of the scholar, and even more so to 
that of the poet, to consider a mere matter of dollars and cents, t):ie 
consciousness of being able to use our powers to contribute, even in 
a small degree, is unquestionably a great incentive to our newest effort. 
For it is by the attention to small things that geniuses are made. 
• It is not unlikely that the payments made by THE TABLET to its 
contributors will prove, in most cases, the first that they have re-
ceived for literary work. THE TABLET hopes that when in future 
years these contributors receive the larger cheques of larger pub-
lishers, that they will look back with especially kindly recognition 
t.pon the first successes won by their industrious and successful pens. 
As has before been stated, there has been so far this year a great 
boom in all college organizations, and for this reason it is expected 
that the college paper should by all means be the best of all college 
productions. And why? Many persons who look on foot-ball as a 
brutal show, and consider the colleges whic have the best teams as 
simply spreading this evil, turn to the college paper to find in it the 
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true expression of the mind and ability of the institution to which 
they are to send their sons. Through the paper is expressed not 
only the ability of the student body, but also the ability of the pro-
fessors to teach those in their classes, their prowess being reflected 
in the general excelh;nce of tone which pervades the college jour-
nal. This ought to be especially so in an institution limited in 
number, as is Trinity, where those who wish to learn have the in-
spiration of meeting able men, face to face, every day ; a thing 
almost impossible elsewhere. 
Another important reason why THE TABLET holds and ought to 
hold so vital a place in the life here, is that the paper exchanges 
with all similar publications throughout America; is read in all the 
different colleges and great schools, and shows more and is a greater 
advertiser of _what we are here, than any other college organization. 
It is, as it were, the college's right hand grasping those of its sister 
colleges. So, not only is a great duty imposed on the editors them-
selves to hold the paper up to the standard set by larger colleges, but 
it is far more the imperative duty of all the men to give their hearty 
support to it. No machine can long run without the necessary con-
tributions of articles which generate its activity, and so no college 
paper can long be of any value unless those who are and ought to 
be interested in its wellfare, contribute articles worthy of publication.· 
And now it has seemed to THE TABLET that perhaps a further 
incentive is needed in these bustling days to make men curtail the 
time, which they would otherwise spend down-town, to think and 
write articles fit for publication. Perhaps there may be some like 
the Arkansas boy in the true fable, who, writing in reply to his 
father's letter said: "So you think that I am wasting my time in 
writing stories for the college paper, and cite Ben Johnson's remark 
• that the man who writes except for money is a fool!' I agree, and 
acting on Dr. Johnson's prescription, write to you for a small cheque.', 
These men, now, can console their consciences in the same way 
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as, for the third, fourth and fifth numbers of THE TABLET, all those 
who have articles accepted will receive a dollar for each pag~ of 
prose, and a dollar for all verse over two stanzas in length. The 
stanzas must consist of more than three lines. The merit of all 
pieces will be decided by the board of editors alone. We wish to 
say in conclusion, that this step is only an experiment, done to prove 
what THE TABLET has always maintained, that in the college there 
is plenty of ability if only it would rouse itself . 
• 
AUTUMN. 
COME, lonely one, the world is waiting now. Through dusky forests steal on silent feet 
And lift thy watch-torch on each mountain brow, 
To light the progress of the King of Sleet. 
Creep from thy fastness where with magic art 
Has Summer, Circe-like, delayed you long 
And lulled the throbbings of your restless heart 
With dreamy murmurs of her feathered throng. 
See how she scans thee with unwearied eyes, 
Now in the dell where the faint asters grow, 
And waits, unheeding all her children's cries, 
Those eager songsters bidding her to go. 
Then come, then come ! Stamp on the hills thy might. 
Bid waring winds proclaim thy dread decree. 
Soon shall the river rigid grow with fright 
And countless leaves shall dance in jubilee. 
H.R.R. 
A WESTERN VIGNETTE. 
DALGONA is a western mining town. In two years it has sprung 
up, a mushroom growth. Grand Avenue can boast of a half-
score crude stores, two wretched hotels and four saloons. The two 
years of its precocious life have been one black record of lawlessness 
and crime. Upon its dingy little streets unmolested walk some 
thirty men each of whom has at least killed his man. A tall, bleak 
pine tree, with one extended limb at a convenient height, has aided 
summary justice in thirteen instances, when horse thieves have 
ended their miserable lives, and by some queer cuincidence, that 
limb points towards a cemetery where there are more mounds 
already than voters in the little town-the work of crime and pest-
ilence. 
At right angles to Grand Avenue is a road leading to Lone Gulch, 
and on this corner stands a rough frame building, remarkable for 
its huge cracked yellow sign proclaiming Claude Heiliger's Palace 
Saloon, and conspicuous by the broad stone pavement before its 
portal. Its rude bar-room has seen the worst sights and most tragic 
deaths of Dalgona. 
To-night a golden fan of light streams from its open door. With 
the light comes the clink of glasses, rough talk, the slap, slap of 
cards, and discordant twanging upon a guitar within. 
Now there are voices raised high in altercation. A wild, loud 
tramping of heavy boots as the inmates seek protection from some-
thing. The deadly drink sold by the soulless Heiliger is doing its 
work. Chairs crash, glass is shivered, the building shakes and 
rocks, and then come six sharp, loud, ringing reports. A staggering 
man with hardened face and sandy moustaches is in the door way. 
He reels and falls on the threshhold, partly upon the pavement. A 
crowd of wild-eyed men, frenzied with drink, rush out. A deputy 
sheriff appears from somewhere. One man is seized and thrown to 
the ground, and now, awed and silent, a group of men cluster about 
the lifeless form. 
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One stoops and dipping his finger in the blood oozing from a 
wound in the man's side writes something upon the stone pavement 
in crimson letters. 
* * * * * * 
-l<· -)(· 
Two, four, seven years have gone by. Dalgona is a thriving 
western city. Tall and neat business blocks, banks, cross-crowned 
churches stand where in the mining town were rude hovels and 
rough shanties. Its marts of business prosper. Thousands hurry 
along its well kept streets. In the very center of the city, the 
stranger hurrying along, looking down, notices stains in the pave-
ment. If one pauses, a letter C can be made out, rude but still a C, 
then L, A, U, D, E, and more indistinct but still visible, the stains 
spell out Heiliger. The footsteps of countless multitudes have pressed 
that stone, rain has washed its surface for nearly half a score of 
years. Winter ice and snow have embraced its dingy surface. But ' 
there, dark and ominous the stains still remain, an obituary m 
blood to the soulless Claude, the saloon keeper, and a memorial of 
his tragic end in the early mining town of Dalgona. 
TIME. 
I HEAR the voice of Time in everything, But most of all, when sable Night has spread 
Above the city's din, her leaden wing, 
W. S. D. 
And vulture-like, sits brooding thoughts of dread. 
Time then is King! He reigns in state apart ! 
And thousand notes, in thousand throbbing rhymes, 
Ring through the dim aisles of the city's heart 
His dread commands, and toll in lonely chimes 
The death song of that Hour whose soul now upward climbs. 
H. R.R. 
SOLOMON. 
THERE is a story told of that great King, Who, through his love for God, knew everything, 
That one day, while he sat and prayed alone 
In his great hall of cedar and of stone, 
That suddenly, within the sun's clear light 
He saw an angel, clothed in raiments white, 
Holding, within its outstretched hands, to him 
A crystal goblet, even to the brim 
With shining fluid--and the Angel said ; 
·'' 0 King, the God which rules both quick and dead 
Has ordered me that I this cup shall give 
To thee alone, that thou mayest ever live." 
And as it spoke it vanished on the wind, 
But in the chamber left the cup behind. 
And then the King, Wise Solomon the Great, 
Called all his ministers and held in state 
A council of the wisest in his land ; 
And when he ordered silence with his hand, 
There fell a hush so great that e'en the bees 
Ceased their soft hummings in the almond trees. 
Then Solomon arose, and told them all 
Of that sweet Vision, seen in his great hall, 
Told them of the visit of the Angel bright, 
Showed them the cup effulgent with soft light. 
"What shall I do?" he said with 'bated breath ; 
"Shall I drain this and flee forever death ? " 
And with one voice they cried in loud accord, 
"Drink up the cup and live forever Lord!" 
And then he called each bird which skims the air, 
And every beast which lurks in mountain lair, 
And they all came and filled the summer sky 
With one great shout : " Drink King ; and never die ! " 
All but one voice took up the loud acclaim 
Which made the seven hills resound again, 
And to the throne 1a hedge-hog, old and gray, 
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'Midst shouts and jeers pursued his shuffling way, 
And when he reached it meekly bowed his head, 
And in an humble voice "0 King! " he said, 
"If this bright water could be shared by thee 
With all thy friends and thy whole family, 
Then to the Lord, thy glad thank offerings give. 
Drink of the cup that thou and thine may live. 
But if this gift is offered thee alone, 
0 rather pour it on this tesselled stone ! 
For age is only holy, calm and still 
When there are friends who journey down the hill 
Of life along with us, and by their care 
Make of old age a blessing doubly rare." 
He finished speaking : And a moment stood 
Judea's King, and then the mantling blood 
Surged to his cheeks, and looking proudly 'round 
He grasped the cup-and dashed it to the ground. 
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS. 
H.R.R. 
COLLEGE opened with one hundred and twenty-six men, a slight increase over the number last year. 
H. G. Barbour, '96, and 0. T. Paine, '96, have been elected directors of the 
Glee and Mandolin Clubs, respectively, and Hicks, '96, having resigned the lead-
ership of the Banjo Club, Kendal, '99, was elected. 
The Glee Club is composed of the following men : Barbour, '96, leader; 
Langford, '96, E. Parsons, '96, A. Gage, '96, Sparks, '97, Walker, '97,Gundacker, 
'97, Schulte, '97, Flynn, '97, Plimpton, '97, Sheriff, '97, Graves, '98, Austin, '98, 
Tavers, '98, Woodle, '98, Blakeslee, '98, Glazebrook, '99, Golden, '99, Wood, '99, 
Littell, '99. 
The push rush between the two lower classes took place the Friday night after 
college opened and was won by '99 after four rushes, two of which were draws. 
Mr. F. W. Davis refereed. After the rush the College formed by classes and 
marched to the city for the usual celebration. 
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The Mandolin Club is composed of the following men: Mandolins :-Paine, 
'96, Robinson, '96, McCook, '97, Ellis, '98, Timson, '98, Mechtold, '98, Morse, 
'99. Guitars :-Sibley, '97, Schulte, '97, Woodle, '98, Gr~ves, '98. Violin:-
Page, '97. 'Cello :-Burnham, '98. 
Goddard, '96, has been appointed Librarian ; his assistants are Langdon, '96, 
and Danker, '97. The library hours are as follows : 
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. 
A. M. JO-II IO-I I J-I 2 10-r IO- II IO-I 
P. M. 2-4 2-4 2-4 
Sparks, '97, has been appointed precenter of the chapel choir, composed of the 
following men: Barbour, '96, Langford, '96, Gundacker, '97, Pulsifer, '97, N. 
Schulte, '97, Sparks, '97, Graves, '98, Lord, '98, Travers, '98, Woodle, '98, 
Golden, '99, Littell, '99. 
Ferguson, 196, has been appointed assistant in the Physical Laboratory, and 
Curtis, '96, in the Chemical Laboratory. 
The Class of 'Ninety-seven has elected the following officers for the Christ-
mas term: President, H. W. Hayward; Vice-President, Sheldon McCook; 
Secretary, J. R. Benton ; Treasurer :M. M. Chase. 
The Freshmen have elected the following officers : President, Kendal ; Vice-
President, Sutton ; Secretary, Davis ; Treasurer, Morse ; Captain of Track 
Team, Littell ; Captain of Foot-ball Team, Sutton. 
Dr. Hart is attending the General Convention at Minneapolis. During his 
absence Rev. Mr. Lilienthal, '86, and Professor Luther have charge of his 
classes. 
An appropriation has been made by the trustees to be devoted to the improve-
ment of the Observatory. The equatorial is to be remounted, probably by War-
ner & Swasey, Cleveland, 0. A cronograph is to be procured, and other im-
provements made. 
At the postponed meeting of the Athletic Association, held in the Greek Room, 
October 23d. F. M. Goddard, '96, was elected president; L. L. Leonard, '96, 
vice-president; H. J. Gundacker, '97, Secretary; W. S. Danker, '97, treasurer; 
C. S. Morris, '96, senior foot-ball director; H. W.Haywood, junior director; 
C. S. Morris, senior base-ball director. Executive committee, J. C Underwood, 
'96, G. H. Cogswell, '97, M. R. Cartwright, '98. Reports of the treasurer of 
Base-ball, Foot-ball, and Track Team were read and accepted. 
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The Rev. Mr. Chase, of Mineral Puint, Wis., preached m chapel Sunday, 
Oct. 13th. 
The foot-ball schedule for the season is as follows : 
Sept. 28. Yale, at Hartford. 
Oct. 5. West Point, at West Point. 
Oct. 19. Amherst A. C., at Hartford. 
Oct. 23. St. Stephen's, at Hartford. 
Nov. 2. N. Y. University, at Hartford. 
Nov. 5. N. J. A. C., at Bergen Point. 
Nov. 16. Wesleyan, at Hartford. 
W. A. Sparks, '97, has been elected captain of the consolidated. 
SUBJECTS FO R THE MES. CHRISTMA S TERM. 
No. 1. Due December 8th. 
For S ophomores, Juniors and Seniors. 
a. The line of thought in In M emoriam. 
b. Thomas Hood, the man and his verse. 
c. The reading of Novels-( use and abuse, etc.) 
d. Edmund Burke. 
No, 2. Due January 23, 1896. 
a. James Russell Lowell-(any topics suggested by his character, life, or 
works.) 
b. Is the present interest in a thletic contests too great in our colleges? 
c. Poetry of Elizabeth Barret Browning. 
d. What is a tramp? How do men b ecome tramps, and how can the num-
ber be diminished ? 
SUBJECTS FOR SOPHOMORE PRIZE THEMES. TRINITY TERM. 
a. Civil Service Reform-(nature and needs of.) 
b. Shakespeare's Sonnets. 
c. John Keats and his work. 
d. Browning's The Ring and the Book. 
Themes should contain at least one thousand words, and particular attention 
must be paid to paragraph construction and arrangement. 
C. F. JOHNSON, 
Professor of English. 
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PRIZES FOR STOI<.IES BY STUDENTS, 
1 hursday, a Pittsburg society weekly, offers one thousand dollars in prizes for 
the best stories written by students in American colleges, and it is in the hope 
that some Trinity man may enter, that we publish the conditions governing the 
compet1t10n. First, second and third prizes, of $200, $125, and $75, respect-
ively, are to be given, and the alma mdter of the student winning the first prize 
is to receive $600, to be applied by the Faculty to the education of some worthy 
student needing help. The stories are to be of between 2,500 and 3,500 words 
in length and must reach the editor of Tlzursday, in envelopes marked "S. S.," 
on or before December 24, 1895. The best ten stories are to be published and 
paid for at space rate~. Award is to be made by ~ committee of four literary 
men, and the vote of the subscribers to ThursdaJ1• 
ATHLETICS. 
THE TENNIS TOURNA MENT. 
THE Annual Tennis Tournament to decide Trinity's representative in the In• 
tercollegiate Tournament at New H aven, wac; held October 2nd. Little en-
thusiasm was exhibited, and hence the tournament could hardly be called a suc-
cess. However it served to bring out a new player, Littell, '99, who won the 
tournament, although in his game with Graves, '98, the present champion, he 
was defeated by a score of 6-1, 6-r, 6-r. The College was represented in the 
Intercollegiate Tournament at New Haven, in singles by Graves, \18, Carter, '98, 
and Littell, '99 ; in doubles by Graves, '98 and Carter, '98 . None of these, 
owing to unfortunate drawing, were able to get beyond the first round. 
In the preliminary round, Mather, '99, beat Goddard, '96, 6-1, 6-2. Littell, '99. 
beat Plimpton, '97, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3. Olcott, '96, beat Woodle, '98, 6-3, 1-6, 6-4 . 
In the first round, Glazebrook, '99, beat Vil>oert, '99, 6-o, 6-o. Little, '99, beat 
Mather, '98, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3. Olcott, '96, beat Morse, 6-o, 6-r. Carter, '98, 
beat Ferguson, '96, 6-1, 6-3. In the semi-finals, Littell, '99, be:1t Glazebrook, '99, 
6-o, 6-1 ; and Carter, '98, be1t Olcott, '96, 5-7 8-6, 6-4. In the finals, Littell, 
'99, beat Carter, '98, 6-3, 6-4, 2-6, 5-7, 6-r. 
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YALE 8 ; TRINITY o. 
Trinity has reason to feel proud of the showing its football team made against 
Yale on Saturday, Sept. 28th. Never before in the history of the college has 
Trinity done as ·well against Yale, and Capt. Langford should be congratulated 
on the good work done by his men. There was a good attendance, but not 
so large as should have turned out to see Trinity play Yale. The ball was in the 
middle of the field a great part of the second half. The playing on the whole 
was clean throughout the game. Yale, especially, seemed to delight in getting 
offside and both teams fumbled some. There was very little interference on 
either side. If Trinity had kicked more on the third down she would have, 
perhaps, done better. Her defensive play was very much stronger than her 
offensive, according to Capt. Thorne. 
Yale won the toss and took the south goal giving Trinity the kickoff. Lord 
kicked to Yale's 40-yard line, where the ball was caught and downed. Yale 
started in with the quick, snappy play. which is so characteristic of her. In her 
haste she fumbled and gave the ball to Trinity on her 35-yard line. Trinity ad-
vanced it a few yards, but lost it on the fourth down. DeWitt took the ball for 
ten yards and was tackled by McCook. Yale fumbled again and Ellis fell on 
the ball. Woodle went around Yale's left for five yards and then Trinity made 
two yards. Beecroft tried to gain but failed, and as it was the the third down, 
Trinity kicked. DeWitt caught the ball and was downed by Ellis. At this 
point Yale got five yards for off-side play. By a series of rushes Yale carried 
the ball a little past Trinity's 40-yard line. The feature during these plays was 
the difficult tackling by Coggeshall. Trinity got the ball on a fumble, advanced 
it five yards, failed in her next two attempts, and W. Langford kicked for 
twenty yards with Yale's line almost on top of him. Yale then got five yards 
for off-side play and with five more yards given to her and six rushes, pushed the 
bal~ behind the line, scoring the first touch-down, twelve minutes after the start. 
Just before the line was reached Bacon was hurt, but after a few minutes co_n-
J tinued to play. Shepard failed to kick the goal, leaving the score 4 to o. The 
ball was taken to the center of the field, where Lord's kick-off was blocked 
by Cross. Yale advanced five yards and received five more for off-side play, 
but lost the ball on a fumble, Trinity, after making two yards, unsuccessfully 
tried to gain the other three yards necessary to retain the ball. Yale starting 
with a run of ten yards by DeWitt, made good gains until she came to the 
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20-yard line. Both sides seemed to realize that the first half was almost over. 
Yale was especially desirous of adding another touch-down to her score within 
the next few minutes, but Trinity kept her opponents from making any gains 
larger than two yards, and time was called with the ball in Yale's possession one 
foot from Trinity's goal. 
During the second half most of the playing took place in Trinity's territory, 
although not far removed from the center of the field. Yale's kick-off of thirty 
yards was caught by McCook, who by his good dodging gained five yards. 
Chadwick breaking through forced Beecroft to lose two yards. Then Trinity 
received five yards for off-side play on the part of Bass. Trinity got five yards 
more on off-side play by Yale's left-tackle. Woodle was downed in his tracks 
by McFarland, and Beecroft lost five yards. It was at this point of the game 
that Trinity made her longest run by the successful working of a trick between 
Woodle and Langford, the latter being hurt by a hard tackle. Trinity fumbled 
and Yale followed with a punt, Langford falling on the ball. Beecroft gained 
three yards. Langford went through Yale's tackle for two yards. Trinity los-
ing all her gains, gave the ball to Yale on the fourth down. Rodgers was un-
able to gain but Wright made good his failure, and was well seconded by an 
excellent run of twenty yards by De Witt, who was finaily stopped by Ellis. 
The distance between the twenty-five and the fift een yard lines was covered 
by Yale in two rushes, when having been given ten yards for off-side play, 
I Rodgers carried the ball over the line, scoring Yale's last touch-down. Hinkey 
quietly taking the ball from behind the goal, gave it to a µlayer who placed it in 
position for J erems to kick. Although it neatly cleared the bar it could not be 
counted because the ball was dead, through Hinkey's unlawful handling of it. 
Lord, after one unsuccessful attempt, kicked the ball to Yale's 10-yard line, where 
Jerems took it and made the longest run of the day, twenty-five yards. Yale, 
willing to advance as far as possible into the enemy's territory, kicked the ball, 
which was caught on Trinity's 40-yard line. Trinity rushed twice but failed to 
gain, when time was called, leaving the score 8 to o. 
The line up was as follows : 
YALE, POSITIONS. TRINITY. 
Bass, left-end-right, McCook. 
Whitcomb, left-tackle-right, Cogswell. 
McFarland, left-guard-right, Bacon. 















Shepard, fn II-back, 
Referee, J. S. Robinson ; Umpire, Laurie Bliss ; 







W. Langford, (Capt.) 
Linesmen, H. R. Dingwall 
Touch-downs by DeWitt and Rodgers. Injured, Bacon. Hinkey captained 
the Yale team, while Thorne watched the play from the side lines. 
WEST POINT 48; TRINITY o. 
After the showing made against Yale, on the previous Saturday, the game at 
West Point, on October 5th, was a surprise and disappointment to those inter-
ested in the Trinity team. Although it is thol;ght by some that the play was 
not up to that of the week before, and she fumbled considerably in the first half, 
Trinity put up a hard game, and every touchdown made by the cadets was hard 
earned, there being only one long run during the game. The team was clearly 
outclas1;ed, however, West Point's play being superior throughout, especially 
their interferance. The team was the same as that in the Yale game until Mc-
Cook injured his nose and Rich took his place. The halves were twenty min-
utes each. West Point is always a delightful place to visit, a1,d the cadets, with 
their usual courtesy to visitors, made the trip an extremely pleasant one for the 
men, despite their rough handling. 
Al\IHERST A. C. o-TRINITY 22. 
Trinity defeated the Amherst Agricultural College on Saturday, October 19th, 
in a loc:>sely played game. Although the "Aggies" played pluckily and made 
occasional gains through Trinity's line, they were clearly outclassed. Trinity, 
however, should have made a better showing. The signals should have been 
given much more rapidly, but even when they were, given in time the team in 
many instances had not lined up, owing to the men being winded, and interfer-
ence was as a result poor. The game was a decided improvement however, 
over that of last year with the "Aggies," and shows that if proper coaching can 
be secured in time to help him, Capt. Langford will have one of the best teams 
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Trinity has ever possessed. 'I'his game showed that the score of the West Point 
game was not due to any great weakness on the part of Trinity, but rather to 
the superb form which the cadets attained under the able coaching of Harmon S. 
Graves, captain of the Trinity team of '92, and the outlook for future games 
with teams from colleges our own size is encouraging. 
The 19th would have been a perfect day for foot-ball, but for a strong 
south wind that interfered greatly with kicking the ball. Consequently there 
was very little punting. Underwood made the best run of the game, carrying 
the ball sixty yards towards the opponent's goal. He also made two runs of 
twenty and fifteen yards each. Trinity played straight foot-ball, saving her 
tricks for future occasions. The Amherst men, finding Trinity's ends too much 
for them, bucked the line and worked their tackles for small gains. 
The "Aggies" were the first to appear on the field, and not long after Trinity 
followed with a large number of substitutes. This practice of taking into the 
games a large number of subs. should help to bring out a large consolidated 
during the week. About three hundred spectators were present. 
The teams lined up as follows: 
TRINITY. POSITIONS. A~IHERST A. C. 
Ellis, left-end-right, Gile. 
Sutton, left-tackle-right, Kinney. 
Cogswell, left-guard-right, Ed wards. 
Lord, ce.nter, Nutting. 
Marwin, right-guard-left, Smith. 
A. Langford, right-tackle-left, H. C. Barrington (Capt.) 
Rich, ·right-end-left, Shaw. 
Coggeshall, quarter, Harper. 
Beecroft, right-half-left, J. C. Barrington. 
Woodle, left-half-right, Nichols. 
W. Langford, (Capt.) full -back, King. 
Referee-J. W. Edgerton, Trinity, '94. Umpire-W. H. Marshall, Amherst 
A. C. Linesmen-W. H. Gage, Trinity, '96, P. A. Leawy, A. A. C. 
ST. STEPHEN'S COLLEGE O; TRINITY 64. 
On Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 23d, Trinity ran up what would have been, had 
only a few more goals been kicked, the largest score made by her against any of 
her opponents in many years. But one out of the first seven touchdowns resul-
ted in a goal. Cogswell then partially redeemed our goal kickers by putting 
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the ball five times over the bar. The game was characterized in the first few 
minutes of play by very loose work on the part of Trinity, the ball going to the 
other side several times, by men dropping it when tackled. This, however, 
happily resulted in no harm, as Trinity invariably regained it on four downs, St. 
Stephen's making the necessary five yards but three times during the ga.me. 
After the first five minutes by hard line bucking and long end runs Trinity rap-
idly ran the score up, it standing, at the end of the first half, 26-0. Halves of 
twenty-five minutes were played, so that in the second half, by rapid work 38 
more points were added to Trinity's score, making a total of 64. Rich wrenched 
his knee cap early in the game and was replaced by Beecroft, Travers going to 
half in the second half. Merwin's sprained wrist troubling him, Bacon was put 
in in his place. 
The line up was :-
sT. STEPHEN'S. TRI NITY . 
Flint, left- end-right. Rich-Beecroft. 
Grinner, left-tackle-right, A. M. Langford. 
Belsey, left- guard-right, Merwin-·Bacon. 
Judd, center Lord. 
Mayers, right-guard-left, Cogswell. 
Knapp, right-tackle-left, Sutton. 
Moore, (captain,) right-end-left, Underwood. 
Dunlap, quarter, Coggeshall. 
De Vall, left-half-right, Beecroft-Travers . 
Carroll, right-half-left, Woodl e. 
Caerr, full-back, Langford, (captain.) 
Referee, Mr. Everett Lake of Harvard: Umpire, Morris, Trinity, '96; Lin es-
men, Hendrie, Trinity, '97, G. Clark, St. Stephen's. 
Touchdowns: Woodle, 4; Cogswell, 3; Sutton, 1 ; Lord, I ; Coggeshall 1 ; 
Travers, I; A. M. Langford, 2. Goals from touchdown: Cogswell, 5; A. M. 
Langford, 1. 
THE CYCLIST. 
HIS cyclometer registers hundreds of miles, And wheeling he says, '' I adore." 
But I caught him one day with his bike upside down, 
A-reeling miles off by the score. 
PERSONALS. 
Any one 11avina info1·mati on concerninc, Alumni will confer a favm· by communtcati'f1a the same to the 
Edi tors. 
The address of the Rev. BENJAMIN WATSON, D. D., '38, is changed to 126 S. 
18th St., Philadelphia. 
A tribute to HENRY HOWARD BROWNELL '41, "the Battle Laureate of Amer-
ica," by Richard Burton, 183, has been recently published in the New England 
Magazz'ne. 
The Rev. G. E. PETERS, '50, has removed to Trenton, Mich. 
The honorary degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred by Yale College at its 
las t Comm encement upon E. M. GALLAUDET, '56. 
The Rev. A. A. BENTON, D.D., '56, has accepted the rectorship of the parish 
in Albion, Ill. 
Prof. J. J. McCooK, '63, is President of the Trustees of the Connecticut State 
Reformatory. 
At the annual meeting of the American Social Science Association, President 
Smith presiding, Prof. FERGUSON, '68, rea'd a paper on '' The University of 
Oxford." 
The Rev. WILLIAM SHORT, 169, has removed to Charlevoix, Mich. 
The Rev. G. W. DouGLAS, D. D., '71, has been elected Rector of Trinity 
Church, New Haven, Conn. 
Prof. L. W. RICHARDSON, '7 3, has been elected Professor of Greek and Latin 
in the State Normal College, Albany, N, Y. 
C. L. GouLD, '82, has removed to Lincoln, Neb. 
A. B. LINSLEY, '82, should be addressed at 17th St. and Delancey Place, 
Philadelphia. 
S. B. P. TROWBRIDGE, '83, has contributed to the .Auk a paper on "Hawk 
Flights in Connecticut." 
The office of E. L. DOCKRAY, '83, is at 54 Worth St., New York. 
H. B. LOOMIS, '85, is Assistant Professor of Physics in the Northwestern Uni-
versity, Evanston, Ill. 
CLARENCE G. CHILD, '86, is the lecturer in one of the courses offered by the 
University Extension Association in Philadelphia. The subject of the course 
offered by Mr. CHILD is "English Literature prior to 1500." 
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The Rev. JAMES Gooowrn, '86, should be addressed at Nashua, N . H. 
The Rev. 0. A. SANDS, '87, is in charge of Grace Church, Buena Vista, Colo. 
H. M. BELDEN, '88, received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the last 
Commencement of Johns Hopkins University. He has been elected Assistant 
Professor of English in the University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 
Married, October 3rd, the Rev. W. L. H. BENTON, '89, to Miss KATE MAR-
SHALL PHIPPS. ' 
The present address of the Rev. H. H. BARBER, '90, is Chocowinity, N. C. 
W. H. C. PYNCHON, '90, read a paper on "The Great Falls of the Mohawk," 
at the recent meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science. 
The Rev. ALBERT CRABTREE, '92, is at Manville, R. I. 
The Rev. E. A. PRESSEY, '92, is Rector of St. Paul's Church, Providence, 
R. I., his address being 138 Brownell St. 
L.A. CARTER and L. V. LOCKWOOD, '93, received the degree of Bachelor of 
Laws from the New Yor~ Law School in June last. 
C. A. LEWIS, '93, is in the National Bank of the Republic, New York. 
Married in St. Paul's Church, New Haven, Conn., June 27th, the Rev. H. M. 
Smith, '93, of Pine Meadow, Conn., and Miss Lucy WORDEN COBURN. 
C. F. WEED, '94, has entered the Harvard L:nv School. His address is 54 
Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass. 
S. STODDARD, '94, is with the Achison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R. His ad-
dress is 207 E. 10th St, Topeka, Kansas, 
The address of A. W. STRONG, ex-'94 is 101 3rd Ave., So. Minneapolis, Min-
nesota. 
F. S. BURRAGE, '95, is reading law in Denver. His address is 1265 Corona 
Street. 
C. D. BROUGHTON, '95, is at the Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Ct· 
E. DEK. LEFFINGWELL, '95, and P. J. McCooK, '95, are teaching at St. Al-
ban's School, Knoxville, Ill. 
S. K. Ev ANS, '95, and S. H. LITTELL, '95, are at the General Theological 
Seminary, New York. 
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J. J . PENROSE, '95, and J. H. SMART, '95, have entered the Harvard Law 
School. Their address is 54 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass. 
D. WILLARD, '95, is at the Episcopal Theologicol Seminary, Cambridge 
Mass. 
A.H. WEDGE, '95 is Maste~ of the Cathedral Choir School, Fond du Lac, Wis. 
J.M. WAINWRIGHT, '95, is at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New 
York. 
The address of E. F. BURKE, '95, is Llewellyn Park, Orange, N. J. 
J. STRAWBRIDGE, '95, should be addressed at" The Wilderness," Germantown, 
Pa . 
R. F. WELSH, '95, is abroad. His home address is Hancock St., Germantown, 
Pa . 
R. C. TONGUE, ex'95, won the prize offered by the Critz'c, for best poem on the 
bicycle. 
E. P. HAMLIN, '95 , is at the N. Y. Law School. 
G. E. HAMLIN, '95, is in the shoe business in Willimantic, Conn. 
E. M. YEOMANS, '95, is studying law in Andover, Conn. 
A. F. MILLER, '95, is teaching in New York. 
F. R. YouNG, '95, is studying medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. 
R.H. MACAULEY, '95, is in business with his father. His address is P.O. Box 
86, Detroit, Mich. 
At the General Convention in Minneapolis, the following graduates and former 
students of Trinity College are in attendance : 
In the House of Bishops-Bishops Niles of New Hampshire, '57, Scarborough 
of New Jersey, '54, Nichols of California, '70, Wells of Spokane, '64, and Cheshire 
of North Carolina, '69. 
In the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies-From Albany, the Rev. C. C. 
Edmunds, Jr., '77; from central New York, the Rev. Dr. C. T. Olmsted, '65; 
from Colorado, the Rev. E. P. Newton, '81; from Connecticut, the Rev. 0. H. 
R aftery, '7 3, and C. E. Graves, '50; from east Carolina, the Rev. Nathaniel 
Harding, '72, and the Rev. T. M. N. George, '80; from Easton, the Rev. W. Y. 
Beaven, '71 ; from Florida, the Rev. P. H. Whaley, '74; from Fond du Lac, the 
Rev. E. B. Taylor, '73 ; from Indiana, the Rev. J. D. Stanley, '77; from Maine, 
the Rev. C. S. Leffingwell, '54; from Nebraska, the Rev. C. H. Gardiner, '70; 
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from New Hampshire, the Rev. Dr. L. Waterman, '71; from North Carolina, the 
Rev. Dr. M. M. Marshall, '63; from Ohio, the Rev. E.W. Worthington, '75; from 
Oregon, the Rev. N. E. Potvine, '79, and the Rev. W. S. Short, '83; from 
Rhode Island, the Rev. Dr. G. McC. Fiske, '70; from Western New York, H. Cr 
Curtiss, '81; from The Platte, the Rev. J. M. Bates, '72. 
NECROLOGY. 
JOHN HENRY HUBBELL, a graduate in the class of 1856, died in Boston 
October 16. Though not in active business life at the time of his death, he had, 
during his life, been connected with many manufacturing and mercantile corpor-
ations either as µ.resident or director. He was a member of the University and 
Country clubs and was active in the work of Trinity Church. · 
FREDERICK W. RussELL, at one time a member of the class of 1855, died at 
his home in Hartford, July 21st, aged 64. His son, Frederick Grenville Russell, 
was a graduate in the class of 1880. 
NATHAN MARVIN BELDEN, a graduate in the class of 1848, and tutor in the 
college from 1853 to 1855 , died suddenly at his home in Wilton, Conn., on the 
28th of July, aged 69. He held a prominent place in the community, and was 
deservedly honored and respected. 
To the record of deaths for last year should be added the names of LEVIN 
LrTTLETON DIRICKSON, who died at Berlin, Md., August I4, 1894, aged 72, and 
EDWARD STARBUCK WORTH, who died at Stoughton Mass., April 5, 1895, 
aged 67. 
The Rev. WILLIAM GABRIEL SPENCER, D. D., a graduate in the class of 1853, 
died, after a very short illness, at his home in Washington, Conn., September 3d. 
His Degree in Divinity was confeHed by Hobart College in 1870. 
LITERARY NOTES AND BOOK REVIEWS. 
THE following works will be published by Harper & Brothers during October: 
Other Times and Other Seasons, by Laurence Hutton, author of F, om the Books 
of Laurence Hutton, Literary Landmarks of Jerusalem, etc. 
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Mentone, Cairo, and Corfu, by Constance Fenimore Woolson. 
Against Human Nature, a novel by Maria Louise Poole, author of Roweny in 
Boston, Dally, The Two Salomes, etc. 
Coleridge's Principles of Critidsm, with introduction and notes by Andrew J. 
George, M. A. Boston, D. C. Heath & Co. 
This volume containing 225 pages together with a full page picture of Cole-
ridge, a most interesting preface, and valuable notes is a very useful one. In 
the preface the author states that "If it cannot be said of him (Coleridge) that 
he left us a rounded and complete system, yet it can be said-and it is a far 
nobler tribute-that he made it possible to grasp those principles which underlie 
all systems." It is generally recognized that Coleridge's Principles are being 
more and more used in schools and colleges, and a volume with such valuable 
accessories, which brings them within the means of all, will readily commend 
itself to students of English Literature. 
We can hardly agree with the author of Four Years of Novel Reading, (edited 
with introduction by Richard G. Moulton, M. A. Boston, D. C. Heath & Co.) 
that the novel "is now looked upon as a worldly and frivolous thing." Even our 
greatest moralists, we think, ~ould not hesitate to put some novels into the hands 
of "a young friend." We think that the present age has advanced eve·n more 
than the author supposes. The introduction presents an interesting resume of 
several well known facts shaded by the author's opinion, and some of the subse-
quent" Representative Essays" are intensely original in their conception of 
authors and their work. 
Yale Yarns, by John Seymour Wood. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, is 
one of the most attractive volumes which the college world has ever issued. The 
book is well worth buying for the illustrations of the Yale buildings, and when 
we add that some of the stories are remarkably interesting, giving a good idea 
of Yale life, and all are entertaining, the book will · commend itself readily to 
everyone interested in university life. 
Harvard Stories, by ·waldron Kiutzing Post. New York: G. P, Putnam's 
Sons, have won for themselves a well deserved position in the niche of college 
literature. The book is a pioneer in the field of college stories and has so far 
held up its head bravely among many other publications of a similar nature which 
have had a more recent birth. 
EXCHANGES. 
A PARADOX. 
IN a bicycle shop 
Where the wheelmen oft stop 
There's a sign which seems specially unfitted ; 
In letters of gold 
The public are told 
That ·'peddlars are not admitted.'' -Bru11onian. 
APROPOS. 
IF Uncle Sam would build a barge, 
And sail her bottom up, 
And man her with a cross-eyed crew, 
I think we'd keep the cup. 
AN EASTER OFFERING. 
I SENT my love the Queen of Hearts, 
To prove my love devout ; 
She must have thought me much too smart, 
And that she'd found me out. 
I sent my love the Queen of Hearts ; 
She not only sent it back, 
But in the letter when it came, 
I found a measly Jack. 
UNNECESSARY. 
IN popping the question, he did prefer 
To do it in manner firm and steady; 
He did not go on his knees to her-
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•'""l ~A WELL FURNISHED ROOM is a source of education and refinement. One of tl1e important features 
of College life is t~e cultivation of correct taste ,-a lavish expenditure of money not necessary to produce the best results. 
Japanese Rugs, all the sizes. Carpets, Curtains and Portieres at Moderate Prices for popular styles. An exami-
nation solicited. 
THE WM. H. POST CARPET CO., Wm. H. Post, Manager, l 
Late Wm. II. Post & Co. f NEW STORE, 2r9 ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
~pplied Jytathematics. 
" M y daughter," and his voice was stern, " His work was pressing, father dear, 
''You must set this matter right ; And his love for it was great ; 
What time did the Sophomore leave, He took his leave and went away 
Who sent in his card last night?" Before a quarter of eight." 
Then a twinkle came to her bright blue eye, 
And her dimples deeper grew, 
" 'Tis surely no sin to tell him that, 
For a quarter of eight is two." 
McGILL MIXTURE U) 
[Il 
-Lehich Bun-. 
Melachrino Cig&rettes ~ 
[I] 
~ The only tobacco on earth, 
~ that will positively not burn the ~ 




The Best 1s the Cheapest. > 
O:: Melachrino Cigarettes are the (') :c 









16 oz. tin, $1.25. 8 oz., 65 cts. b 
4 oz. tin, 3 5 cts. 2 oz., 20 cts. 
For sale by CHA . SOBY and 
others . Manufactured by the 
McGILL TOBACCO CO., 
I 149 B ROADWAY, NEW Y ORK . 








For sale by 
-() Salomon & DeLeeuw, Charles z 0 
0 
z 








Lathrop. Packed in tin boxes of 
100, and packages of ten and 
twenty. Price, $4.00 per 100. 









CHAS. R. HART & CO., 364 MAIN STREET. 
LEAD ALL OTHERS IN 
~ ""R ~ \ ~~ 1 e \\lY\3 ~ 1t ~\S""R ~ \ ~\-\ \ ~ ~~ . . 
Carpets, Rugs, Wall Papers, Draperies, Shades, &c., at reduced prices. 
5 
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-THOROUGH INSPECTIONS-
AND 
Insurance against loss or damage to property and loss of 
life and injury to persons caused by 
Steam • Boiler • Explosions. 
J. M. ALLEN, President. 
WM. B. FRANKLIN, Vice-President. 
F. B. ALLEN, 2d Vice-President. 
J. B. PIERCE, Secretary and Treasurer. 
1440. 
Impressed on the Memory 
that Pond's Extract is without equal for relieving pain, and that no 
other remedy should be accepted as" just as good." 
Invaluable for Wounds, Bruises, Cuts, Sore Feet, Lame Muscles, 
also for Sore Throat, Hoarseness, Rheumatism, Inflammation and 
Hemorrhages. 
Accept nothing as" just as good." Pond's Extract cures; imi-
tations do not. 
POND'S EXTRACT CO., 
76 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
l?atronize our ~dverhsers. 
THE STUDENTS' 
. BILLIARD PAR LORS, 
~--262 MAIN STREET,--§ 
MATT. H. HEWINS, Prop. 
F. SCHROEDER, 
M ANUFACTURER OF 
F4a·e Coaf•otl•••=-v, 
373 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
EDWARD LA WLERi, 
SANITARY e PLUMBING, 
HO USE DRAINAGE AND VENTILATION, 
ALSO HOT WATER & STEAM HEATING. 




3 _½x3_½ in. 
Weight 
THE BULLET. 
A roll film camera that hits the mark every time. 
It's a repeater too; shoots 12 times and can be 
Reloaded in Daylight. 
The Bullet is titted with our new automatic 
shutter. One button does it all-sets and releases 
the shutter and changes from time to instantaneous, 
Achromatic lens. Handsome finish. 
An Illustrated Manual, free with every instru-
ment, explains its operation and tells how to finisb 
the pictures-but "we do tke rest" when you 
prefer. 
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 
Camera C,italog1te F~·ee. Rochester, N. Y~ 
THE WHITE ELEPHANT {E.Newton_Atherton, Proprietor. 
POOL AND BILLIARD PARLORS. 
Finest Brands of Cigars and Tobacco. Full Line of Pipes 
of Every Description. 
2 15 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
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MARWICICS DRUG STORE, 
OPEN ALL NIGHT. 
377 Asylum Strut, Corne1- Ford. 
Hudbut's Building, 
A. MARWICK, J r. Hartford, Conn. 
Statement, January 1st, 1895. 
National Fire Insurance Company, 
OF HAKTFORD 1 CONN. 
Capital Stock, all Cash, . . 
Funds reserved to meet all Liabilities, 
Re-Insurance Reserve, Legal Standard, . 
Unsettled Losses and other Claims, • . 
Net Surplus over Capital and Liabilities, . 
Total Assets, January 1st, 1895. 






Supplying Privat~ and Public Libraries wilh books our specialty. 
A List of standard and new issues of all publishers mailed on request. 
Lists priced gratis. Test our figures. 
THE BA.KER & TAYLOR CO., 
WHOLESALE BOOKS, 
5 and 7 Ea8t ~ixteenth Street, New York. 
THE LA TEST AT 
De Lamater & Son's 
PHOTO STUDIO, 




are endorsed by leading players every-
where. They are invariably made of the 
:finest materials that money can buy and 
are superior to any other make. 
The best football clothing of every 
description in stock and made to order. 
Victor Intercollegiate Foot Ball com-
plete with iflator, $5.00 
OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, 
Makers of Victor Bicycles and Athletic Goods. 
BOSTON. NEW YORK. DETROIT. DENVER. 
Pacific Coast: SAN FRANCisco, Los ANGELES, PORTLAND. 
ENVELOPES, 
Writing Papers, Blank Books, Diaries, 
FINE PRINTING! 




250 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn. 
CHARLES H. BELL, 
'i) -z u g ~i~ -t. 
Large line of everything usually found in a first-class 
drug store. 
2IJ Jl,f ain Street, under City Hotel. 
EIMER & AMEND, } ~1anufacturers and Importers of 
Chemicals & Chemical Apparatus, 
Assay Goods and Bacteriological Apparatus, 
Acids, Platinum Balances, Etc. 
205, 201, 209, and 211 Third Avenue .. 
COR. 18TH STREET, 
-NRW YORK CITY.--
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~6t <Connecticut (!ltutuaf 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. 
ASSETS, $62,234,925.33. 
SURPLUS, $6,876, 2 I 2. 78. 
The Connecticut Mutual stands by itself and occupies 
a thoroughly enviable position in life insurance. It was 
never before so strong- or so deserving of confidence as it is 
to-day and never had more of the public confidence than 
it has now. · 
It offers plain life insurance, as protection to the 
family, and tries to make it attractive simply by making 
it perfeot to that end and by keeping its costs down to 
the lowest possible point. It tries to realize the ideal re-
sults of a legitimate business ; and it seeks to attract to 
its membership only those who want only such results, 
and do not want a speculation on their family's protection. 
The conservative course of the company has brought 
to it a conservative constituency, and these people are the 
best risks, for they are the people who take care of them-
selves; and they are the best members, for they are 
stayers. 
JiCOB L. GREENE, Prest. 
J OHN M. TAYLOR, V.-Prest. 
Enw ARD M. BUNCE, Sec. 
DANIEL H. WELLS, Actuary· 
S Have McCLUNIE~ 
--DO YOUR--
177 Asylum Street. 
81 st Semi-Annual Financial Statement 
OF THE j( U$ittltlttt 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
Statement January r, r895. 
Cash Capital, 
Reserve for Outstanding Losses, -




- 2,327,260 91 
737,217 51 
TOTAL ASSE:-.TS, $5,588,068 0 7 
Total Losses Paid Since Orgamzation of Company, $35,629,628.53 
D. W. C. SKILTON, President, J. H. MITCHELL, Vice-President, 
GEO. H. BURDICK, Secretary. CHAS. E. GALACAR, 2d Vice-Pres, 
JOHN B. KNOX, Ass't Secretary. 
H. :M. Magill, General Agent Western Department, <:incinnati, 0, 
Theo. F. Spear Ass't " " " " 
A. E. Magill, General Agent Pacific Department, San Francisco, Cal. 
Smith & Tatley, Managers Canadian Department, Montreal, Canada. 
E. W. Beardsley, Resident Agent, 64 Pearl St., Hartford, Ct. 
DR. W. H. LAW, 
Dentist, 
382 Main St., Hartford, 
- -J3a.rs.--
COUNTRY. 
Down on the farm when night draws on, 
Gazing at the stars, 
In. sweet communion, heart to heart, 
They lean against the bars. 
CITY. 
The years have passed ; they're married now ; 
The club keeps him from home. 
And far in to the morning hours, 
He leans against the bars - alone. -Ex. 
COLLEGE PRINTING AND BINDING. 
<!r LASS YEAR BOOKS, Periodicals etc. Sermons, Addresses, Catalogues and Society 
Publications. Superior Work at Fair Prices. 
Libraries re-bound and repaired. Patent Flat Opening Blank Books to order. 
THE CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD CO., Printers and Binders, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
ST Q P and see JAKE at THE SOUTH END PHARMACY, 
where you can find everything to be found in 
J. J. SEINSOTH, 
12 Maple Ave. and 43 Congress St. A First-Class:·yDrug Store. 
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T H E J. H ECJ(.f-JARDT CO., 
PIC'f U RES. 
ARTISTIC FRAM ING. 
23 I and 237 Main St. , Hartford , Conn. 
~ BE.SSES, CA 'TER ERS. ~ 
F re11ch a11rl American Ice Creams. 
Frenclt Past?y, Confectio11e1y, E tc. 
239 Main Street, H art fo rd, 
T elephone Connection. 
THE MERCANTILE NATIONAL BANK 
OF HARTFORD. 
5 6 Pearl Str eet. 
Capi tal, $500,000. Surpl ns, $4:3,.>00. 
JAMES B. Pow ELL, President . 
JOHN W. STEDMAN, Vice-President. 
E DWIN BROW ER , Cashier. 
DIRECTO R • 
WM. T . PAR K S, N A •rHAK T. P ULSIFER, 
JAMll:S B. P OWE LL, J OHN W. STEDM.4.N, 
OH.AULl!:f, E. C H.4.F.ll'EE, WILLIAM W .4.LD0 HYDE, 
ERNEST 'ADT, J . H. MITCHELL. 
RICHARD 0. CHENEY. 
SOMETHING NEW IN PHOTOIRAPHY. 
MINATURE GEMS OF ART. 
Something entirely new in the way of a Gem of Art, and at 
an unsnally low figure. 'l'he Mi nature Photo we copy from 
cabinet and card size Photos onlv, and make no change what-
ever in the picture you send. Cabinet pictures can be sent by 
mail, and enclose 25 cents, or a postal note and a 2-cent stamp 
for a return mailing, and we guarantee to return 
One Dozen Minature Photos 
to you and the picture you send , in one week from date of re-
cei'~ing, that will give perfect satisfaction in every respect. 
Specia,1 care should be taken in doing up pictures for mailing ; 
a nd be sure to write your name and address plainly. 
P. S. - Care should be taken in doing up packages with h eavy 
wrappers when money is inclosed. 
Respectfully, 
F. J. W ALSH, 353 Perry St., Trenton, N. J. 
Horsfall & Rothschild, 
HATTE RS AND 
~ MEN'S OUTFITTERS,~ 
AGENTS FOR YOUMAN'S AND KNOX'S HATS, 
Sh irt Makers. Complete line of Athl~tic 
Suits. 
93 and 95 ASYLUM ST., H ARTFORD. 




A.ND A FULL LINE 0:1' 
~Photographic Supplies.~ 
329 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
J _J. f00LE a co.~ 
i ·. · ~ HARD AND SOFT WOOD .... . . . 
. . 
For Grate, Stove and Kindlings, by the Barrel or Cord 
COAL; 
Best Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna for 
Domestic Purposes. 
Office: 272 Main St., Trust Co.'s Building 
-USE-
Hartford Smelling Salts, 
MANUFACTURED BY 
T. SISSON & CO., HARTFORD. 
25c. a Bottle. Postpaid 30c. 
r ATR..__ONIZE OUR..__ _faDVER..__TISER.__S 
6 
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~ro o THE R Life Policies as 
j ~ liberal cost as little money, 
no others as cheap give as much for 
the money, as those of 
THE TRAVELERS THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE co. 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. OF HARTFORD:, CONN. 
Best either for Family Protection Cash Capital, $1,000,000 oo 
or Investment of Savings, Non- Cash Assets, $2,972,632.79 
J. D. BROWNK, President. 









L. w. CLARKE, ..A.ss't & cretary. 
rJnitaGl a'>fatas lf otal, 
City Hall Square, 
Street Cars to and from.Depot. 
Free Coach. 
Rates: $2.-, $:1.50 and $3.00. 
Hartf 01·d, Conn. 
D. A. ROOD, 
Proprietor 
JAS. G. BATTERSON, 
President. 
H. TESLER, ·.·.83_½ Main Street, 
Boots and Shoes at Lowest Prices. 
Secretary. REP.AIRING NEATLY DONE. 
JOHN E. MORRIS, Ass't Sec'y. Sole and Heel, 75c. ~ 85c. Same, Hand Sewed, $1.00 ~ $1.25 ~
FINE BOOTS AND SHOES MADE TO ORDER. 
P. H. B. SAUNDERS & SON, 
~ntlund iaUor~t 
No. 258 Main Street. 
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W. D. McCRACKA.N, M. A. 
Member of the A11urz"can Historical Association, 
will deliver a course oflectures in July at 
the Grindelwald Conference, Switzerland. 
He is ready to receive the names of those 
who wish to join the European tours of 
REV. DR. HE RY S. LUNN. Send for 
prospectus and lecture circular to 48 W . 
. 59th St., New York. 
MR. McCRACKAN has publi hed the 
following works: 
"Romance and Teutoni1,· Switzerland," 
2 vols. each$ .75 
Illustrated edition, half silk binding, each $I-50 
Edition de luxe, leather, . each $3.00 
"The Rise of flu Swiss Republic," a history, $2.00 
"Swiss Solutions of American Problems," 
apamphlet, $ .25 
- -----
Send to the Baker & Taylor Co., 
5 and 7 E. Sixtedntlt St., New York. 
&EICA.:EE:.EJ&PEI.A.~E <>C'T&:E3:C>C>:EE:.. 
XIII 
Just published! 64 pages each! THE COMEDY OF FRAUD; and THE MERCHANT 
PRINCE; Two new plays by DOCTOR CROWE; author of the TRAGEDY OF 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN; THE RISE AND FALL OF JEFF DAVIS; ULYSSES 
THIRD ; THE MOCKERY OF JUSTICE; MISCEGENATION; BEN THAR; and 
other plays. For copies of each book send ten cents in stamps to Dr. S. \V. Crowe, 
217 W. 49th Street, N. Y. City. 
(Decidedly the choicest Literary Morsels of the age.-Critic.] 
THE HORACE PARTRIDGE co COLLECE 
·, Athletic Outfitters, 
335 Washington Street, Boston, 
----oc---
The "Trinity College Store" is our authorized agent at Trinity. 
All orders left there will receive our prompt and most careful attention. 
A BRILLIANT STUDENT. 
Head of the class, perfect recitations and e:xamlnatlons, envied by 
all. To attain such honor a good memory is necessary. The new 
pllysiologlcal discovery-Memory Restorative Tablets quickly and 
t>ermanently increase the memory two to ten fold and greatly aug. 
ment intellectual power. Difficult studies, lectures, etc., eaally mas-
teJ~t; ,l~:~o~~~1j~0 ii:,,n:i~lf1r;~1~~~sed, your success assured. 
Memory Tablet Co., 114 5th Ave ., N. Y, 
THAT brain must be very opaque 
Which thinks ads are all a mistaque; 
They're the life blood of trade, 
And the error is made 
When the merchant big space doesn't taque ! 
. -E.~ 
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THE JETNA LIFE'S f NEW COMBINATION 
_ACCIDENT POLICY, 
Secure(l by over $4:2,000,000 Assets, and $6,550,000 Snqllns. 
Costs Ilusines, Professional , and Tr:nelliug Meu but~ a Year$ 
AND GRANTS THE FOL LOW ING; 
For accidental death. . . 
For loss or sight of both eyes,. 
For loss of both feet, . 
For loss of both hands, . . . 
Accidents of Travel. 
$ 10,000 
For loss of one hand and one foot, 
1 General Accidents. 
, $:i,000 
For permanent total disability, 
For loss of right hand, 
For loss of either leg, . 
For loss of left band, . 
For loss of either foot, 







Weekly indemnity for disabling injury, l 




The larger amounts are payable for accidents happening "while riding as a passeni;er in any passenger conveyance 
using steam, electricity, or cable as a motive power. 
Other amounts at proportionate cost. 
This is the most liberal policy ever issued by an Accident Company, or Association of responsible standing. 
Every approved form of Life, Term, Endowment , ancl Accident Insurance 





Unequalled for Delicacy and Flavor. 
YALE MIXTURE is now packed in two blends, one of 
which contains le s St. James Parish Perique and more 
Turkish and Havana, thus reducing the s;trength without 
impairing the flavor or aroma. The. boxes containing this 
blend have the word "MILD" printed across the top. 
The original blend remains unchanged. 
A two ounce trial packagell,by mail, postpaid, for 
Twenty Five Cents. 
MARBURG: BROS. , 
The American~ Tobacco Co., Successor, 
Baltimore, Md. 
RICHMOND 
Straight Cut No. 1 
Cigarettes. 
C1_GARKTTE SMOKERS, who are willing to pay a little more than 
the pri ce charged for the ordi nary trade Cigaret tes, will find THIS 
BRAND superior to all others. 
These cigarettes are made from the b rightest, most delicately 
fl avored and highest cos t Gold Leif grow n in Virginia. This is the 
Old a.nd Original Braid of Ctra.ight Cut Cigarettes, and was brought out 
by us m the year 1875. 
. BEWARE OF I?dITATIONS, and observe that the firm ume a1 below 
ts on every package. 
ALLEN & GINTER, 
The American Tobacco Co., Successor, Manufacturer, 
Riclnnond, Virginia. 
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CONNECTICUT TRUST AND SAFE 
DEPOSIT COMPANY, 
Corner of Main and Pearl Streets. 
,Capital, $300,000. Surplus, $175,000. 
BANKING BUSINESS. 
Conducts a General Banking Business. Ac-
counts opened and Deposits received subject to 
-check at sight. Accounts solicited. Also 
~AFE DEPOSIT VAULT. 
The most capacious and impregnable in the 
City. 1000 safe 'boxes for rent at from $10 to 
$10c, per annum, according to size. 
TRUST DEPARTMENT. 
Is authorized by its charter to act as Trustee 
for individuals and corporations, Executor or 
Administrator of estates, Guardian of minors, etc. 
j. P. Wluder, Treamrer. M. H. Whaples, President. 
GEMMILL, BURNHAM & CO, 
Merchant Tailors, 
Manufacturers and Retailers of 
FINE READY-MADE CLOTHING. 
-DRESS SUITS TO RENT,-
64, 66 AND 68 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD, CONN. 
After 
185 r. Forty-four 1895. 
· years 
of business, the Phrenix Mutual Life In-
surance Company of Hartford Connecti-
cut, is Stronger, Safer and Better than 
ever before. All its policies are incon-
testable after two years, and have Ex-
tended Insurance, Loan, Cash and Paid-
up Values endorsed thereon. 
Do not insure your life until you have 
compared the contracts offered with those 
of this Company. For sample policies, 
te·rms, etc., address the Home Office, 
Hartford, Conn. 
JONATHAN B. BUNCK, President. 
JOHN M. HOLCOMBE, Vice-President. 
., CHARLES H. LA WREN CE Secretary. 
SCOVILL'S 
Henry Clay 2d. 
A 4 x 5 folding camera second to 
none but the $5 5 Henry Clay). 
Price only $ 1 5. Pneumatic safety 
shutter, excellent lens, reversible 
view finder and two (2) double 
plate-holders. 
Send for a complete description to 
The Scovill &> Adams Co., 
423 Broome Stred, New York. 
~THE---
Hartford Coal Co. 
278 Main St. 
XVI THE TRINITY TABLET. 
STUDENTS' TAILORS. 
GO TO THE C C TAILORS, 
. •====== 
E. P. CAHILL & CO. 
We can save you from $5. to $10. on a Suit or 
Overcoat. 
~45 ~.A.IN STREET7 
Opp. Grove Street, Hartford, Conn. 
N. J; Goodwin, M. D. S. 
DENTAL ROOMS, 
275 Main Street, 
ALLYN HOUSE DRUGSTORE 
Sole agents for 
rHS! B01' BONS 
AND C!OCOLA'l'J:S. 
142 Asylum Street, Cor. Trumbull. 
H artfo r d , Conn. 
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE, 
TEXT BOOKS, STATIONERY AND ATHLETIC GOODS. 
No. 2 NORTHAM TOWER. 
COLLEGE COMMONS, Mrs. M. R. Muzzy, 
PROPRIETOR. 
LEMONADE, CHOCOLATE, CRACKERS, AND 
MEALS SERVED TO ROOMS. CIGARS AND TOBACCOS 
September 16, 1895. 
Our stock for the Fall and Winter 1895-'96 is now ready 
m all departments. 
It will, we believe, be found fully up the standard. 
Brooks Brothers, 
Broadway, cor. 22d St., 
CLOTHING AND FURNISH- J 
ING GOODS, READY-MADE 
AND MADE TO MEASURE. 
New York City. 
p. H. BILLINGS, 
Importin~ Tai!ot', 
No. 11 Asylum Street. 
lark &; Smith I-'rinters Hctrt. ord. 
c\alties ~ 
~0 ______ _ 








tainment is helped in no-
small degree by a pro-
g ramme printed tastily 
on good paper. Let us 
get one up for you. 
~
Clark & Smith, 
362 Main St,, 
Hartford, Ct. 
